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Abstract—The concept of dynamic rating (DR) implies that
the capacity of a component varies dynamically as a function of
external parameters, while the rating traditionally is based on the
worst-case. The value of DR thus lies in utilizing existing equip-
ment to a greater extent. By implementing DR and correlating
the new ratings with wind power generation, more generation
can be implemented. The aim is hence to facilitate connection of
renewable electricity production. This paper provides two main
contributions: 1) a general dynamic line rating (DLR) calcula-
tion model on overhead lines; and 2) an economic optimization
simulation model regarding wind power integration comparing
DLR with more traditional approaches. These models can both
be implemented together, but also separately. The DLR calcu-
lation model is easy to use by companies in daily operation
where the dynamic line capacity is calculated as a function of
static line capacity, wind speed, and ambient temperature. The
DLR calculation model is furthermore compared with more com-
prehensive calculations that validate that the model is accurate
enough. This paper also provides an application study where
both proposed models are exemplified together and evaluated.
Results from this study conclude that it is a significant economic
potential of implementing DR within wind power integration.

Index Terms—Dynamic line rating, dynamic rating, manage-
ment decision-making, power distribution, simulation, utilization,
wind power.

I. INTRODUCTION

MORE WIND power (WP) generation is expected to be
connected at the distribution level and is considered

to have the potential of improving system integrity, reliability
and efficiency [1]. The challenge is to realize this potential in
power distribution. For distribution system operators (DSOs)
in countries with a high percentage of WP distributed genera-
tion (DG) or a high potential of increasing that percentage, a
shared challenge is to integrate WP DG into the current net-
work at low cost and risk. One solution to this challenge is to
increase the utilization of the existing system using dynamic
rating (DR). Sensing and measurement technology to enable
DR is one of the key areas in smart grid development [2].

Traditionally, transfer limits of power components are
static, determined using a set of conservative weather
conditions and an assumed maximum acceptable conductor
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temperature of the component [3]. Usually transfer limits are
expressed in terms of ampacity, i.e., the maximum allowable
current. Transfer limits of power components obtained in this
way are called static rating (SR), while the term static line
rating (SLR) is often used when it specifically refers to static
rating of power lines. SLR limits ignore both the stochastic
and nonstochastic weather impact on the line capacity and
correlations to WP generation.

In fact, the line rating depends on the permissible conductor
mid-span sag or the maximum sustainable conductor temper-
ature [4]. Both factors are affected by changes in wind, solar,
and other parameters [5]. At the same time, the wind power
generation has a strong correlation with the weather (tempera-
ture, wind condition etc.) as well [6]. To take these factors into
account, in this paper DR is proposed for wind power integra-
tion, exemplified by analyzing power lines; this sub-category
of DR is often referred to as dynamic line rating (DLR).

DLR uses direct, real-time measurements of conductor tem-
perature or real-time estimates of the temperature using actual
weather conditions [7]. The application of DLR will provide
the true transfer capacity of the grid in real time, gain gener-
ation capacity in the network and improve the utilization of
the existing system [5], [8]–[10]. This paper proposes a new
general DLR calculation model based on standard capacity
calculations, but simplified and accurate to be implemented
in the daily operation. The DLR calculation model provides
the dynamic line capacity as a function of static line capacity,
wind speed, and ambient temperature.

Although the DLR calculation model focuses on transfer
limits of overhead conductors, DR is highly relevant to imple-
mentation on other power components that can act as transfer
bottlenecks. For example, much research and development has
focused on using DR for power transformers [11]. Moreover,
the economic aspect of applying DR in a power system must
be justified [12]. In order to integrate much wind power as
long as that is economically motivated, the present paper
also develops an economic optimization simulation model
regarding wind power integration comparing DLR with more
traditional approaches. Most importantly, the proposed simula-
tion model considers the correlation between line capacity and
wind power production. This is represented through the depen-
dency of each of these factors on weather and wind speeds.
However, the proposed simulation model can be adjusted to
include other DR power components as input. In the proposed
simulation model, life cycle costs analysis (LCCA) including
costs and economic benefits (with negative signs) is applied.
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In addition, it outputs the curtailed wind power due to the line
capacity limits in each case to evaluate the risk. In this paper,
this curtailed energy is referred to as disconnected energy not
served (DiscENS). It can be considered as costs for the wind
power plants depending on the regulation.

The proposed DLR model is compared with more compre-
hensive calculations that validate the model is accurate enough.
And the simulation results show that applying DLR is more
significantly advantageous than SLR when there are more
wind power plants. Moreover, the disconnected energy due
to line limits increases with the number of wind power plants.
Applying DLR, more energy will be used than applying SLR.

II. DYNAMIC LINE RATING CALCULATION

This section develops a general DLR calculation model
based on the standard line capacity calculation, but simpli-
fied and easy to be implemented. It is verified with examples
later in Section VI.

A. Standard Line Capacity Calculation

IEEE standard 738 [13] gives a standard formula for calcu-
lating the current of bare overhead conductors. It is based on
steady-state heat balance

Imax =
√

qc + qr − qs

R(Tc)
(1)

where qc is the convective cooling, qr is the radiative cool-
ing, and qs is the solar heating. R(Tc) is the resistance of
the conductor at temperature Tc. Solar radiation is neglected
as recommended in [14]. The largest resistance of the line
(under the highest allowed conduction temperature) is used to
reduce the risk of the line exceeding its thermal rating. The
line capacity can be calculated as below [13]

IDLR
max ≈ max (2)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

√[
1.01 + 0.0371 ∗

(
D∗ρf ∗v

μf

)0.52
]

∗ [
kf ∗ Kangle ∗ �T

]
√

R(Tc)√[
0.0119

(
D∗ρf ∗v

μf

)0.6
]

∗ [
kf ∗ Kangle ∗ �T

]
√

R(Tc)

where �T = Tc − Ta. D is the conductor diameter, ρf is the
density of air at temperature Tf (Tf = (Tc + Ta)/2, where Tc

and Ta are conductor temperature and ambient air temperature,
respectively), v is the speed of air stream at conductor, μf is
the dynamic viscosity of air at temperature Tf , kf is the thermal
conductivity of air at temperature Tf , Kangle is a parameter rep-
resents the angle between wind speed and the conductor axis.
The formula above corresponds to low wind speeds, while the
one below corresponds to high wind speeds. However, at any
wind speed, the larger of the two values is used [13].

The line capacity in reality is varying with many parameters
as shown in (2), however, it is useful to simplify it to be easily
implemented for electric power system planning and opera-
tion. In general, there are two ways to simplify the capacity
calculation, SLR, and DLR.

B. Calculation of SLR

SLR needs the parameters from a scenario, which usually
is the worst scenario considering the worst possible conductor
temperature, the ambient air temperature and the wind speed.
For example, engineering recommendation (ER) P27 [14] pro-
poses to calculate seasonal thermal ratings using assumed
temperatures for different seasons and for a constant wind
speed of 0.5 m/s and zero solar radiation [10]. The conven-
tional relations between Tf , μf , ρf , and kf can be found in
Standard 738 [13]

ISLR
max ≈ (3)√[

1.01 + 0.0371 ∗
(

D∗ρf ∗vSLR

μf

)0.52
]

∗
[
kf ∗ KSLR

angle ∗ �TSLR
]

√
RSLR

where vSLR is the wind speed, �TSLR is the temperature dif-
ference, RSLR is the line resistance used in the scenario of SLR
calculation. Other parameters depends on Tf also correspond
to the scenario of SLR calculation.

C. Proposed Calculation of DLR

DLR estimates the line ampacity in real time with moni-
tored weather conditions taking account of the wind cooling
effect [15]. It can be obtained using a variety of methods:
conductor sag and tension monitoring, vibration mode anal-
ysis, conductor temperature and local weather data [4], [15].
Many trials have been carried out on using online measurement
and communicate with the DSO or the devices to set the real-
time line capacity [16]–[19]. Temperature and wind speed are
the parameters that affect DLR significantly, furthermore, the
higher the wind speed, the higher the wind power production
and simultaneously transfer capacity. As for the correlation
between temperature and the wind speed are unclear, their
impact on capacity ratio are studied separately. This paper
develops a simplified DLR calculation model on the assump-
tion that wind impact on the line rating and temperature impact
on that are independent. This is demonstrated as a reasonable
assumption with numerical example in Tables IV and V in
Section VI.

The proposed DLR model is based on the capacity ratio
between DLR and SLR. This ratio (η) is a function of wind
speed and temperature, as shown in (4). The variation of resis-
tance due to temperature is neglected for the line capacity
calculation in this paper. Under the independence assumption,
ηv and ηT are obtained separately

η(v, T) = IDLR
max

ISLR
max

≈ ηv ∗ ηT (4)

where ηv is the ratio related to the wind speed, and ηT is the
ratio related to the relevant temperature values. Given the same
temperature for DLR and SLR calculation, all the temperature
related parameters (ρf , μf , kf , and �T) are the same for both
cases. We also use the wind speed v that is perpendicular to the
conductor, so the wind direction factor Kangle is equal to 1. The
parameters to define ηv can be estimated for both low wind
speed (ηlow(v)) and high wind speed (ηhigh(v)). Note that even
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though the wind speed is very low, the line rating ratio should
not be lower than 1

ηv = max (5)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1

ηlow(v) ≈ 1

v0.26
SLR

∗ v0.26 = α ∗ v0.26

ηhigh(v) ≈ 0.566

v0.26
SLR

(
ρf

μf

)0.04

D0.04v0.3 = β ∗ D0.04 ∗ v0.3

where α = v−0.26
SLR and β = (0.559/v0.26

SLR)(ρf /μf )
0.04.

Conventional vSLR = 0.5, then α ≈ 1.1975.
If we further assume that some of the temperature related

parameters, ρf , μf , and kf , are the same in the DLR and SLR
calculation. Therefore, the value of β is set by the Tf in SLR
calculation. η(v, T) is derived as

η(v, T) = max (6)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1

≈ ηlow(v)

√
Tc − TA

Tc − TSLR
A

= ηlow(v)ηT

≈ ηhigh(v)

√
Tc − TA

Tc − TSLR
A

= ηlow(v)ηT

where ηT can be expressed as

ηT ≈
√

Tc − TA

Tc − TSLR
A

= γ�T0.5 (7)

where γ =
√

1/(Tc − TSLR
A ) and �T = Tc − TA.

III. SIMULATION MODEL

This section proposes an economic optimization simulation
model regarding wind power integration. This proposed sim-
ulation model applies the developed DLR model to analyze
impact from DLR on WP connection. However, it is also possi-
ble to apply other DR models. The main inputs for the analysis
are the dynamic parameters (e.g., wind speed and the ambi-
ent temperature). Two outputs produced from the analysis are
LCCA and curtailed wind power which can be used for the
power distribution decision-making. The analysis shows how
the optimal number of integrated WP plants and the discon-
nected energy due to the transfer limitations are affected.

A. LCCA

Life cycle cost (LCC) is the annualized cost of an invest-
ment during its entire economic lifetime. LCC analyzes
(LCCA) often includes costs of investments, outages, mainte-
nance, interests and incomes (modeled as negative costs) [20].
The estimated lifetime is limited by the technical lifetime (LT),
technical developments and expansions in power distribution
systems [20]. The LCC of a wind power plant investment
LCCinv without considering the incomes is performed as
follows before each simulation:

LCCinv = Capex +
∑
LT

Opexi

qi
− R

qLT
(8)

Fig. 1. Model for assessing wind power connection using SLR and DLR.

q = 1 + z (9)

where Capex represents the capital investment, Opexi repre-
sents the operational expense in year i, all the operational
expenses are discounted to the first year which is the capital
investment year by using the discount factor qi. This is called
the net present value (NPV) method. This factor is depend
on the discount interest rate z. R represents the residual value
of the investment after its technical LT.

B. Method

The flow chart of the method is shown in Fig. 1. First, as
shown in Box a, the number of simulations (N), the maximum
number of wind power plants (NP), the economic life time of
the power plants (LT) and the number of periods in a year (K)
are set. For example, K is set to 8760 for hourly analysis in
a year. Hence, there are N ∗ LT ∗ K generations of stochastic
variables for a certain number of WP plants.

Then, as shown in Box b, dynamic (temperature and wind
power production) inputs are generated in each simulation.
To save time without losing any generality, the same stochas-
tic variables are used for generation calculation for each WP
plant and DLR calculation regarding different numbers of WP
plants. In this model, wind power production is assumed to
be correlated only to wind speed and not to temperature. By
comparing the generated wind power and the line limits, the
permissive transferred power is obtained.

The income from transferred power is considered as neg-
ative costs. It is discounted to NPV as operational costs.
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Therefore, the LCC for the investment, Box c, is calculated as
follows:

Incs,n,i,k = min
(
Ps,n,i,k, P̂s,i,k

) ∗ Eprice (10)

P̂s,i,k = Îs,i,k ∗ UN (11)

Îs,i,k ∈
{

IDLR
max , ISLR

max

}
s,i,k

(12)

LCCxs,n,i,k = LCCxinv − 1

(1 + z)i
∗ Incs,n,i,k (13)

LCCxs,n = LCCxinv −
LT∑
i=1

1

(1 + z)i

12∑
k=1

Incs,n,i,k (14)

where k represents any period in a year, i represents any year
during LT, n denotes the number of the wind farms, s presents
any simulation. P̂s,i,k is the transmission limit on the connec-
tion line, which is calculated by the maximum line capacity
(either calculated by DLR model IDLR

max or SLR model ISLR
max ) and

nominal voltage (UN) at the connection point of wind power
plants. This value is not dependent on the number of wind
power plants but it is related to the line rating model. Ps,n,i,k

presents the possible wind power generation in the simulation
s with n wind power plants in the period k in year i. The
smaller value between these two values represents the trans-
mitted wind power, either all the wind power is transmitted or
curtailed due to the transmission limits. The transmitted power
multiply the electricity price gives the income for the wind
power plants (Incs,n,i,k). This is discounted by NPV method
to evaluate different investment alternatives. x represents dif-
ferent investment alternatives. For example, investment on a
line or on wind power plants. If the average LCC is nega-
tive at the end of the economic lifetime, this indicates that the
investment is profitable.

C. Disconnected Energy Not Served (DiscENS)

The amount of DiscENS is recorded in each simulation, as
shown in Box c, if it is applicable. It reflects the utilization
of the network and the renewable energy. It is assumed that
the wind power plants can be disconnected due to the limited
line rating. So when wind power plants produce more than
the limit, the extra energy will be curtailed. In the model, the
production of the wind power plants is first generated without
considering the transmission limits, then the sum of curtailed
power is calculated according to the limits

DiscENSs,n,i,k = max(Ps,n,i,k, P̂s,n,i,k) − Ps,n,i,k. (15)

If the transmission limit is larger than the produced wind
power, the curtailed power is the difference between them; oth-
erwise the curtailed power is zero. Although costs of introduc-
ing DLR are not considered in this simulation model. However,
by calculating the difference in profit between SLR and DLR,
it reveals the highest cost allowed for introducing DLR.

IV. APPLICATION

This section describes an implemented application study to
evaluate both the DLR calculation model and the simulation
model that are proposed in this paper. The whole simulation
is repeated several times until the results converge.

A. Background

The performance of the proposed simulation model is
demonstrated by a small example in a windy area with one
connection point to a distribution network. The bottleneck of
integrating more wind power plants is the connection line
between this windy area and the connection point in the dis-
tribution network. This application study aims to identify the
optimal number of WP plants in the network when SLR or
DLR is used, and the level of utilization of the network as
well as the curtailed wind power. Different line rating models
are applied in this case study to show the advantages of the
proposed DLR model.

As the amount of wind power increases, the existing net-
work faces the challenge to host it. In this case study, the
profits of installing another 1 to 7 wind power plants are inves-
tigated and stochastic variables are generated hourly. The DSO
is obliged to connect customers (consumers and producers).
However, the producer will pay for the investments needed
for the connection. Hence, it is necessary for WP owners to
investigate cost analysis on the possible ways to connect WP
plants: whether to build a new line, or to apply DLR on the
connection lines. On the one hand, extending the capacity of
the lines (building one extra line) can be challenging in a
reasonable time frame and budget and to refuse the connec-
tion of new wind farms is not an option. In some areas, it is
increasingly difficult to build additional lines or even physical
upgrading the old lines. On the other hand, DLR calculation is
rather complex. And the difficulty is to make all power system
players agree on and allow the risks.

B. Input Data

Values of monthly average temperature and wind data that
are typical for mid-west part of Sweden (Värmland mid-west
Sweden) between year 1970 and 2013 are used, as shown
in [21]. The standard deviation of the monthly average tem-
perature is assumed to be 5◦C. The total cost includes the cost
of constructing and operating wind power plants, the cost of
an extra line (if it is applicable), and the income (modeled
as a negative cost) from selling electricity. The operation and
maintenance costs of a WP plant and a line are discounted to
the first year of the LT and are considered in LCCinv

1wpp and
LCCinv

1line, respectively. The input parameters are listed below:

NP = 7;
K = 8760;
LT = 20 years;
z = 7%;
Pmax = 3 MW;
D = 28 mm;
TSLR

c = 70◦C;
TSLR

a = 35◦C;
Eprice = 569 SEK/MWh;
LCCinv

1wpp = 15 000 000 SEK;
LCCinv

1line = 20 000 000 SEK.

Pmax is the power capacity of each WP plant. The correlation
between electric energy consumption and wind speed has been
calculated in [20] using Swedish data, and it is only 0.02.
Therefore, the electricity price is assumed fixed. It includes
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TABLE I
ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF WIND SPEEDS AND

WIND POWER PRODUCTION

two sources: the value for directly selling the energy and the
tariff of green certificate for producing renewable energy. The
combined price is based on historical data, as used in [22].
Nordpool [23] is the reference for the selling price of energy
and the Swedish national grid [24] for the green certificate
price.

The stochastic input variables are generated as follows.
1) Temperature: Temperature data are sampled every hour.

They are assumed to be normally distributed and based
on hourly history data in the same Swedish county dur-
ing 48 years, where the wind speed data is also obtained.
The temperature average is modeled as a function of both
month and hour. The value directly influences the line limits
if DLR is applied according to (7). Moreover, the incomes
from the wind farms are related to permitted wind power
production.

2) Wind Power Production: Wind power production is
modeled as a function of wind speeds. Different wind speed
bands with associated average production are shown in Table I,
which are based on the values in [22]. The production of a WP
plant is produced according to Table I and Pmax. It is assumed
that the wind speed in each period in a year is independent
and only 20% of it is perpendicular to the lines. A uniform
distribution random number is generated in each simulation to
model the probability. Subsequently the corresponding wind
power generation is obtained.

C. Calculation of SLR

In this paper, the worst case is assumed when the wind
speed is 0.5 m/s (the equation for low wind speeds is used)
and the temperature is 35 ◦C (this of course can be different in
different countries). Since v is the wind speed perpendicular to
the conductor axis, Kangle is equal to one. SLR applied on the
existing network to identify the wind power transmission limit
is the method referred to as SLR 1, while building an extra
connection line in order to increase the transmission capacity
(which is still based on SLR) is referred to as SLR 2.

D. Calculation of DLR

As it is problematic to know how the wind speed in a line
corridor correlates with the wind speed hitting the wind power
plant. Hence the contribution from wind speed has to be much

Fig. 2. Total profits using different investment alternatives.

more pessimistic compared with the theoretical value based
on the wind speed hitting the wind power plant. Therefore,
20% (but never lower than 0.5 m/s) of the wind speed hit the
conductor hot spot is assumed. Furthermore the calculations
are based on the lower part of each wind speed interval in the
first column of Table I.

In this case study it is found that if the wind speed is less
than 1.34 m/s it is considered as low wind speed, i.e., when
the wind speed is lower than 1.34 m/s, it is always applicable
to use the low wind speed formula in (2), and when the wind
speed is higher than 1.34 m/s, it is always applicable to use
the high wind speed formula in (2).

In addition, two variants of the proposed DLR calculation
model presented in Section II are also implemented.

1) A simplified version referred to as DLR 1 when only
the temperature impact on line rating is considered as
in (7).

2) A simplified version referred to as DLR 2 when only the
wind impact on line rating is considered as in (5).

3) The proposed DLR model is referred to as DLR 3 which
takes the temperature and wind speed impact on line
rating into consideration as in (6).

These three models are compared to show the value of
a complex DLR model considering both wind speed and
temperature impact.

V. RESULTS

Five alternatives for the DSO are investigated, Four aspects
of these alternatives are analyzed. First the different profits
by different alternatives with an increase of the number of
wind power plants are presented. Then the DiscENS values
are compared with the increase of wind power plants. After
that the optimal wind power plants to be connected to the grid
is identified. Last the value or the price of introducing DLR
is presented.

A. Number of Simulations

The number is set to 500 for this case study. To validate that
this give accurate results, the results from 100 and 250 simula-
tions are compared. After 250 simulations, the results (average,
max, and min values) are almost the same as after 500 sim-
ulations, but already at after 100 simulations the results are
close to that. If only averages values and the optimal amount
of wind power is of interest, lower number of simulations are
needed compared if finding extreme values are of interest.
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Fig. 3. Disconnected wind power [%] using different investment alternatives.

B. Total Profits

As the number of WP plants increases, the profits first
increase and then decrease in any investment alternative as
shown in Fig. 2. Applying SLR 1 in the existing network is
profitable until the number of WP plants reaches six. Applying
SLR 2 becomes profitable when the number of wind power
plants exceeds four. This investment alternative is not that
attractive since even the maximum possible profit is very low.
Comparing the profits of applying DLR 1, DLR 2, and DLR 3,
the profit of applying DLR 3 is always the highest. The differ-
ence increases as the number of installed wind power plants.
This shows that the if only one element is considered in DLR
estimation, the potential of DLR is much underestimated.

C. DiscENS Comparison

The disconnected energy due to transfer limitations
increases with the number of WP plants, as shown in Fig. 3.
It is always the option applying SLR 1 that leads to the high-
est DiscENS. While the lowest DiscENS happens in applying
SLR 2 or DLR 3. DLR 3 has the lowest discENS among
all the DLR models. This shows that the proposed DLR
model increases the utilization of the network. Moreover, the
DiscENS in SLR 1 option is much higher than that using
SLR 2. This shows that building an extra line can decrease
the DiscENS more efficiently than DLR option and increase
the utilization of renewable energy significantly in this case.

D. Optimal Amount of Wind Power

The optimal number of wind power plants for four invest-
ment alternatives can be observed from Fig. 2 as well. Table II
summarizes the optimal decision. Using DLR 3 can result the
highest profit without considering the cost of introducing DLR.
This shows that the optimal investment alternative is depen-
dent on the potential of wind power resource or the wind power
plants connection.

E. Value of DLR

The cost of applying DLR is not included in the profit cal-
culation. Therefore, the difference between their profits, which
reveals the value of implementing DLR (or the maximum
allowed cost of implementing DLR), is more relevant. It can
be seen that the value of DLR is increasing as the number of
WP plants increases. Fig. 4 shows different profits between
DLR and SLR 1. The difference reflects the value of introduc-
ing DLR. In any model of DLR this value increases with the

Fig. 4. Value of applying DLR.

number of WP plants. When the WP plants are fewer, the value
of using DLR is less. Introducing DLR 3 has higher value than
DLR 2 and DLR 1. This value can be used to evaluate whether
it is profite to install devices for DLR.

F. General Analysis

With DLR, the limits of the lines are more accurate
and better utilization of the network can lead to benefits.
Consequently, the existing system can host more wind power
without extension. The wind power plant owners can also
export more power, consumers can purchase more green
energy and the network owner can defer reinforcement of, and
new investment in, lines. In other words, the same amount of
wind power can be hosted with fewer and/or thinner power
lines. On the other hand, sensors and other equipment have
to be installed and a lot of data have to be managed in
control rooms. Another possible disadvantage with DLR com-
pared with installation of a new line of higher capacity is
higher losses, because the same amount of power then is trans-
ported on a line with higher resistance. The control room
and sensor issues can, however, be easier to solve using a
simplified, but still accurate, DLR model as proposed in this
paper.

VI. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED DLR
CALCULATION MODEL

D = 28 mm and Tc = 70 ◦C are set in the validation
process. First the assumption of independence of wind speed
and temperature impact on DLR is validated. Then the accu-
racy of the ratio calculation compared with the comprehensive
DLR model is presented. Finally, the implementation of pro-
posed DLR models are compared with the comprehensive
DLR model in the same case study.

Given the same conservative Tc for both in SLR and
DLR calculation, the DLR ratio η can be calculated for dif-
ferent wind speeds and ambient temperature, as shown in
Table III. The ratio is calculated by the comprehensive formula
illustrated in (2) and (3).
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TABLE II
MAXIMUM PROFITS AND OPTIMAL NUMBER OF WP PLANTS USING DIFFERENT INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVES

TABLE III
TABLE OF η(%) AT DIFFERENT WIND SPEED AND TEMPERATURE

TABLE IV
η(%) AS A FUNCTION OF v

TABLE V
η(%) AS A FUNCTION OF Ta

A. Wind Speed Dependency

Set the first row (i.e., wind speed equals to 0.5) as index
100% in Table III, we can obtain Table IV. The purpose is to
show how much η changes due to only wind speed in percent-
age at different temperatures. It is shown that the ratio varies
little at the same wind speed while temperature varies.

B. Temperature Dependency

The results illustrated in Table V has a similar approach
as in Table IV, but with focus on validate the temperature
contribution. The first result column in Table III (i.e., 35◦C)
is set to index 100%, even if the underlying value is different
in each row. It is shown that the ratio varies little or is the
same at the same temperature while the wind speed varies.

TABLE VI
ACCURACY OF η(%) AT DIFFERENT WIND SPEED AND TEMPERATURE

APPLYING MODEL DLR 3

TABLE VII
COMPARISON BETWEEN DLR 3 AND THE COMPREHENSIVE DLR MODEL

C. Accuracy of the Proposed Model (DLR 3)

Table VI shows the difference of the value of η by applying
DLR 3 model and the comprehensive model. The different
between this model and the comprehensive model is increasing
with the wind speed and the temperature. The model never
overestimates more than 1.13% nor underestimates more than
3.27%. And DLR 3 model is always conservative for the cases
that wind speed (the speed hits the conductor hot spot) is
higher than 1 m/s and ambient temperature is lower than 35 ◦C.
However, the differences are very small. It is also possible
to be more conservative by scaling the perpendicular wind
speed down. The results using the proposed DLR model (6) are
compared with the comprehensive DLR model (2) and (3) by
implementing in the same case study. It is shown in Table VII
that the difference is small.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper provides two main contributions: 1) a general
DLR calculation model on overhead lines; and 2) an eco-
nomic optimization simulation model regarding wind power
integration comparing DLR with more traditional approaches.
The DLR calculation model is easy to apply by companies in
daily operation where the dynamic line capacity is calculated
as a function of static line capacity, wind speed and ambient
temperature. The DLR calculation model is furthermore com-
pared with comprehensive calculations that validate that the
model is accurate enough. Furthermore it is concluded that
the wind speed and temperature contributions can be modeled
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separately and then simply multiplied together to receive the
total “DLR bonus.”

The simulation model aims to calculate the value of apply-
ing DLR. The DLR concept implies that the capacity of
a component varies dynamically as a function of external
parameters, e.g., weather conditions and loading history. The
output of this model facilitates connection of renewable elec-
tricity production (in this paper exemplified by wind power
integration).

This paper also provides an application study where both the
DLR calculation model and the simulation model are exem-
plified together and evaluated. Results from a large number of
simulations are presented and analyzed. The results conclude
that it is a significant economic potential of implementing DLR
within WP integration. The two models proposed are simple
to apply and can easily be developed by adding more com-
plexity, for example by considering weather correlations. The
simulation model is not limited to power lines, but can be
expanded to include all kinds of system parts that act as bot-
tlenecks in the transfer capacity. The DLR calculation model
is, however, limited to overhead lines, but can in contrast be
valuable to use within all kinds of DLR usage, not only wind
power integration.
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